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BRAE

BIRREGURRA, VIC

THE MIDAS TOUCH
Acclaimed chef Dan Hunter, formerly of Victoria’s Royal Mail
Hotel, is living his long-time dream of owning and running
his own restaurant, Brae. Not surprisingly, it’s a cracker too.
WORDS SARAH LEWIS
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D

an Hunter has a knack
for putting small towns
on the map. At western
Victoria’s Royal Mail Hotel,
he turned Dunkeld into a
must-visit destination for food
lovers. Six years on, he’s done it
again, this time in blink-and-you’ll-miss-it Birregurra
in Victoria’s Otways.
Having taken the Royal Mail to three-Hat status,
Dan moved on last year. “It was time to fulfill a longheld ambition to run and own a restaurant, to
be in charge of all facets of the business, and to
serve produce that we’ve grown on-site,” says Dan.
It was the region’s produce and proximity to
Melbourne that drew him to the former Sunnybrae
site of chef George Biron. “The real box-ticker
for us was that we wanted to be within 90 minutes’
drive of Melbourne. And I’ve always had an
affinity with the ocean, so I wanted to be closer
to the coast.”
Size was another factor. The 12-hectare plot has
an established kitchen garden, plus room to expand.
Dan’s already talking up plans for accommodation,
and perhaps raising chickens and pigs.
Since opening last December, Dan is beginning
to feel like the dust has settled. The original warren
of dining rooms has been opened into a breezy,
contemporary space, with the gardens and kitchen
visible from diners’ tables. On our visit, Dan is at
the pass, inspecting each plate before service, and
rolling pasta ribbons for a dish of chicken liver and
pine mushrooms, foraged by the team that morning.
“There’s a fantastic alternative agriculture scene
here,” Dan says. “People are growing incredible fruits
and vegetables. It’s small-scale stuff, but the quality
is exceptional and they’re happy to give it away or
sell it at a very good price.”
This regional abundance translates effortlessly
on the plate. Our degustation kicks off with a
procession of snacks, including beef tendon puffs
dusted in mountain pepper, twigs of burnt pretzel
covered in treacle and pork crackling, and delicate
zucchini parcels of eel and sea urchin. Young-gun
sommelier Gerald Ryan is there to talk us through
his wine matches, pairing the avant-garde canapes
with a crisp Blake’s Estate sparkling and Prickly
Moses Farmhouse Ale.
“We take a lot of time with the food and wine
matches to ensure they’re the right fit,” Dan explains.
“It’s a small, tight, creative wine list, and it’s in line
with our seasonal approach with an emphasis on
sustainability and softer styles of winemaking.”
The kitchen’s staunchly seasonal focus means
dishes can change and evolve over a couple of
weeks, depending on availability of ingredients.

THERE’S A FANTASTIC
ALTERNATIVE AGRICULTURE
SCENE HERE.
DAN HUNTER, BRAE
BIRREGURRA, VICTORIA

“We always try to look at the wine-matching
with open eyes – and it’s a constant process.
Nothing is set in stone,” Dan says.
Eschewing tradition, Gerald happily skips back
and forth between white and red wines throughout
the meal. For the first main course, an off-dry
Lethbridge Dr Nadeson Riesling pairs with seared
calamari on a bed of sea succulents; the wine’s taut
lime notes playing up to the dish’s gentle hint of
lemon balm. Next, it’s a Domaine Saint-Nicolas
Gamme en May alongside heirloom tomatoes in a
mussel-scented broth, the gamay chilled to reduce
its fruit-forward punch. We switch back to whites
with a Bindi Composition Chardonnay for the rock
lobster with carrot and sea butter, before jumping
into grenache territory for a radicchio-wrapped
cigar of raw wallaby.
Whether you consider it a passing fad or the way
of the future, no current drinks list is complete
without a dip into natural wines. Here, Gerald rolls
out a ballsy-yet-bright 2006 Damijan Podversic
Kaplja, cleverly matched with that earthy pine
mushroom course. A Paradise IV Dardel Shiraz from
Geelong gels with the final savoury course of dryaged Tajima beef with tendrils of fried leek root.
“I’m not too uptight about the flow of the dishes,”
Dan says. “Sometimes the weight of the wine is
more important than the place of the dish in the
menu and we’ve been known to change things
based on how we feel on the day.”
There’s no denying the placement of the last three
dishes, however, as we segue into sweet territory.
First, it’s a bowl of petite plums simmered in
onions to create a lilting savoury note. A Fritz Haag
Spatlese Riesling stands up to the accompanying
rubble of honeycomb, candied lime rind and the
lactic tang of milk sorbet. Brae’s signature dessert
– a cone of apple and parsnip mousse – finds its
match in the honeyed tones of a 2004 Domaine des
Baumard Cuvee de Paon.
But there’s one line on the menu that made me
slightly anxious all night: Pistachio, blood, quince.
I needn’t have worried. Just like all 15 dishes before
it, the petit four is a triumph; a pistachio cookie
bound with pig’s blood, topped with a dab of
quince puree. It’s memorable, playful and precisely
balanced – a fitting finale to a remarkable meal.

BRAE’S
KITCHEN
GARDEN
During the winter
months, Dan and
his team were busy
expanding the kitchen
garden at Brae, planting
120 fruit trees to join
the established stone
fruits already on
the property. Come
summer, expect
flavour-packed melons,
squash, tomatoes,
zucchini and cucumbers
to star on his menus.
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